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Bombay cat for sale

Photo (c) Danishkhan - Getty ImagesThe New York State Legislature is considering a measure to ban the sale of dogs, cats and other animals in pet shops within the state. Assemblywoman Linda B. Rosenthal, who sponsored the bill, said the measure is aimed at ending what she called the puppy mill to pipeline pet store. Unsuspecting customers pay
hundreds of dollars for an adorable puppy or kitten, only to discover that the animal is incurably ill, Rosenthal said. Our animal shelters and rescue organizations are full of animals that are needed at home forever; It's time we started connecting rescue animals to loving homes through adoption in pet shops. The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals (ASPCA) says many breeding operations overproduce dogs, aimed at consumers who yearn for a pure breed pet. But the group says unhealthy conditions in the mills, combined with genetic weaknesses, often produce offspring with very short lifespans. Previous measureNew York has had puppy mills in its sights for some time. In 2017, a federal
appeals court upheld a New York City statute to restrict puppy factories. That regulation requires pet shops to only sell dogs and cats to Class-A-licensed breeders who have not had their licenses suspended in the past five years. The House bill takes it a step further and extends the ban statewide. Bill Ketzer, senior director of state legislation for the ASPCA,
Northeast region, says the legislation may be the only way to end the over-breeding of pets within the state. Time and time again, the pet industry has shown that it is not interested in ensuring the welfare of the dogs it is shearing, nor is it interested in transparency or public accountability, Ketzer said. These poorly regulated commercial dog breeders have
only one goal: to breed the highest volume of puppies that is possible at the lowest cost for the retailer. Ketzer says there have been cases where pet stores look the other way and exclude well-documented health and behavioral risks in their pitch to buyers, who believe they're going home with a healthy, well-bred puppy. The Humane Society of the United
States has also supported the measure. Brian Shapiro, New York state director for the group, says it's up to states to take action because federal regulators don't provide proper oversight of large-scale pet breeders. The neighbor's cats often jump on our car, leaving paw prints and scratches everywhere behind. Do you know of a humane way to keep them
out of the vehicle? D.W., Missoula, Montana There is an axiom in medicine that goes like this: When there are a lot of ways to solve a problem, these none of the solutions are very good. So it goes with the old cats-on-the-car conundrum. Over the years, I've heard of at least 20 different ways to solve this dilemma, and they generally fall into three categories:
A school of thought promotes covering your vehicle in substances that supposedly repel cats, such as ammonia, lemon juice or horseradish. Of course, these remedies (most of which don't work anyway) can damage the finish of the car - and turn out to be much worse than a paw prints. Then there's what I call lurking and frightening, which includes
techniques like blasting the car horn by hitting the panic button on your key fob or drenching the cat with a strategically placed sprinkler. Booby traps, such as motion-sensitive sound equipment and upside down mousetraps, are the third category. I don't recommend any of these scenarios - stalking the cats or turning off harmful structures - because they're
probably only going to get worse: If the cats jump, they'll leave nasty gouging and scratching your paint job. And their owner must be mad at you when she finds out. As a firm believer in truism that cat discipline is a foolish message, my advice would be to convince your neighbor that indoor cats live twice as long as outdoor cats, which they do. If that doesn't
work, invest in a car cover or park in the garage, provided that's an option. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. More information about this and similar content can be found on piano.io Stay up to date with the latest daily newsletter via the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter!
When I saw a lump on my newly adopted cat, I started giving him a CBD tincture twice a day. In less than two months, growth had subsided. Sign up for Our Newsletters Enjoy the BEST stories, opinions &amp; jokes! Getty Images Cats debuted on Broadway in the fall of 1982, a year and a half after it began arching its back and rubbing against sold-out
crowds in London. It went on to run at the Winter Garden Theatre for 18 years, closing, finally, during the summer that Al Gore and George W. Bush spent debating lockboxes and fuzzy math. The math of Cats, however, was anything but vague: It sold $380 million of tickets in New York, played to a total audience here of 10 million; spent most of his tenure
as one of Broadway's highest grossing shows; and was produced in 30 countries worldwide. Whatever you say about Cats - the terms aimless, stupid and boring might come for the mind-it created the model for the international megamusical. It was the great capitalist triumph not so much of Broadway, but of Broadway as an exportable commodity. And the
revival of Cats that opened last night at the Neil Simon Theatre, again directed by Trevor Nunn and just a flick of the tail or two different from its original version, proves that, like capitalism, Cats bore within it the seeds of its own destruction. Cats keep crawling around, full of sound and fur, which means nothing. This came to me as the dignified man seated in
front of me at the Neil Simon the other night spent most of the first act loudly rifling through a bag of candy. It was a moment of insight as I remembered, Proustianly, the couple of Asian tourists two rows in of me in the orchestra of the Winter Garden in the summer of 1995 (I was very late to the game, but eventually gave in) who brought the whole matinee
either playing with a role of waxed paper or eating a non-stop supply of tightly wrapped candy. But this is a show that caters to the candy-crinklers, just as it's a show that caters to the two women who performed on a whispered conversation behind me Saturday night. The point of Cats, of course, is that you don't have to pay attention to understanding it. By
making a show about spectacle and not about story, language skills were no longer a prerequisite for fun. Before Cats (and this is of course a generalization, but one put here in the service of truth) was the Broadway audience New Yorkers, supplemented by visiting Americans. After Cats, the public became tourists, both American and international. It is
nonsense for native speakers of English, so Germans, Japanese and South Koreans can enjoy it with equally incomprehension. So are the candy men. Image Getty Images Because of that light, the successor of Cats moved to the Winter Garden when Andrew Lloyd Webber's show departed: Mamma Mia. It wasn't just a high-grossing hit that attracted global
tourists, produced international offshoots, and spent a dozen years in that same huge auditorium. It was also another show about nothing, this time even without memorable staging. (Where Cats had spectacle, Mamma Mia had ABBA.) But at the same time, something funny happened. The international megahits, the Cats successors, were good. The current
now and forever show is Wicked, which keeps wrapping them up, plays around the world, and is much, much better-smarter, more complication, better staged–that has any right to be. Disney's long-running cash cow, The Lion King, is a Julie Taymor staging, for the sake of Arachne. Lloyd Webber's latest, School of Rock, entangled in the Winter Garden,
relies more on storytelling than spectacle. And, of course, the show poised to make the next great theatrical fortune is a complex American history lesson. Memory is still a great song, though. That's true now, and probably forever. And yet, back to Broadway, Cats just keeps crawling around, full of sound and fur, which means nothing. The reviews are not
impressed, and for good reason. Dancers in the aisles were once remarkable; Now they're de rigueur. A redecoration house was once interesting; Now, Rent has roughed up the Dutchman and Rocky puts a boxing ring in the middle of the Winter Garden. Tourist shows were once about nothing; Now, just as often, they're about something. And yet there are
the cats, still in their leotards and leg warmers. Memory is still a great song, though. That's true now, and probably forever. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on this page to to help them provide their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io piano.io
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